
CNC Controlled machining on-site at the most highest accuracy

WORLDWIDE  
ON-SITE MACHINING

Reduce costs, reduce maintenance time and  
minimize downtime by using On-site machining



Alignment on-site with an accuracy of 0.002mm

CNC Controlled circular milling on-site up to 5 meters



Circular milling on-site up to 8 meters Linear milling of surfaces, also CNC Controlled available



Cold Metal Transfer welding is a modified MIG welding 

 process based on short-circuiting transfer process.

This process differs from MIG/MAG welding process only 

by the type of mechanical droplet cutting method not 

 previously encountered.

During welding, temperature variations in welds and parent 

metals have important effects on material characteristics, 

residual stresses as well as on dimensional and shape 

accuracy of welded products.

Cold Metal Transfer provides controlled method of 

 material deposition and low thermal input by incorporating 

an  innovative wire feed system coupled with high-speed 

digital control.

The wire feed rate and the cycle arcing phase are  controlled 

to realise sufficient energy to melt both the base material 

and a globule of filler wire.

Cold Metal Transfer Welding

There are two main features of the CMT process: one is at 

the point of short circuit with low current corresponding to 

a low heat input, another is the short circuit occurrence in a 

stable controlled manner.

The big difference is in the wire feed. Rather than 

 continuously moving forward into the weld pool, with 

CMT the wire is retracted the instant current flows.  

That breaks the arc. The metal droplet detaches from 

the filler and fuses with the - still molten - base metal.  

Then the wire moves forward to create another arc, and all 

this happens many times each second. 

The difference from conventional MIG welding is fairly 

subtle, although it needs a lot of  sophisticated control 

technology. The benefit is that it reduces heat input signi-

ficantly. The developer of CMT welding, Fronius, describes  

it as, “Hot, cold, hot, cold, hot cold.”



CNC Controlled tread milling on-site up to M300

Line boring from Ø 60mm in diameter Up to 3 meters in diameter



Custom tools will be made for difficult jobs, to help our customers and get the job done.



Offshore

Worldwide operative in

Wind Industry

Maritime Dredging Power Generation



What can we  
do for you?
Contact us

WWW.GERBENVANLEEUWEN.COM

Worldwide Technical Services 

On- and Offshore - Certified Welding and - Inspection

On-site Machining

Interested in the services and  quality 

provided by Gerben van Leeuwen 

Worldwide Technical Services b.v., 

please contact me: 

 +31 (0) 6 83 09 42 38

 info@gerbenvanleeuwen.com

 Connect on LinkedIn

Gerben van Leeuwen
More than 20 years of experience in on-site machining worldwide 

not only managing this particular specialism. But because of his 

great passion for the job and quality, still performing it by himself. 

Therefor it makes him unique comparing him to others.

http://www.gerbenvanleeuwen.com
mailto:info%40gerbenvanleeuwen.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gerben-van-leeuwen
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